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ISENBERG BRINGS A MODERN TWIST TO TUB FILLERS

Waterfall Wonders

Never has running a bath been so soothing and so efficient at the same time. Isenberg captures the peaceful essence of falling 

water with their new high volume waterfall tub fillers. These extraordinary faucets fill a bath by streaming arched panels of water 

into the tub, and their high-volume design means a bath is ready with very little wait time. 

The calming sights and sounds of the rushing water help to turn an everyday bath into a 

restorative spa-like experience where luxury and relaxation abound.

As part of Isenberg’s popular Cascade™ Collection, these beautiful waterfall tub fillers 

bring a fresh, modern aesthetic to the bathroom. Their shelf-style design imparts a 

chic minimalistic vibe and functions as a convenient storage space for keeping soaps, 

bath salts and other necessities close at hand. 

The elegant fillers are available in two distinctive configurations. The wall-mounted 

designs feature solid brass construction,  model CFB.2250 has a 5.5" spout projection 

and CFB.2350 has an 8" spout projection with flow rates of 10-11 gallons per minute. The 

deck-mounted version is crafted from stainless steel with a 6.1" spout reach and a flow rate of 10 gallons per minute. Both are 

offered in an array of 24 stunning finishes, including traditional metallics like brushed nickel and chrome as well as more exotic 

and colorful options such as matte gold, blue platinum, distressed black and deep red. 

These faucets are particularly well suited for renovation projections with simple ½ inch NPT connections for easy installation. 

All are built to the brand’s exacting standards of quality and excellence, and are backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty.
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CFB.2350
12" Cascade Waterfall Tub Filler

CFB.2300
Deck Mount Cascade Waterfall Tub Filler

CFB.2250 – Cascade Waterfall Tub Filler
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ABOUT: Headquartered in Dallas, Isenberg built their brand by designing and manufacturing high-end decorative plumbing 

fixtures for the kitchen and bath.  The heart of their creative process is a new expansive design lab in Dallas with advanced software 

3D modeling and prototyping capabilities. For more complex designs, the company partners with the Dallas County Community 

College innovation lab to fully develop working prototypes for novel plumbing fixtures. Isenberg has recently launched a new black 

plating process, also done in Dallas, which is in keeping with the latest design trends for black fixtures.
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Isenberg creates a full range of quality kitchen and bath plumbing fixtures with the understanding that water is the 

most important natural resource and life cannot thrive without it. The technology that goes into their products 

helps deliver superior quality bath systems that are also ECOMATIC™. Isenberg fixtures are IAPMO / UPC certified 

to ensure their customers receive the highest quality products. To learn more about bathroom fixtures crafted by 

artisans visit: isenbergfaucets.com  #ResponsibleLuxury

CFB.2350 - Lifestyle tub

CFB.2250 -
 Cascade as showerhead

CFB.2350 – Overview Shelf detail CFB.2300 –  Tub-mount filler detail

CFB.2300 - Lifestyle tub sideview


